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ABSTRACT Solar power generation has become a solution to mitigate the severe effects on the everyday
higher prices of fossil fuels. Additionally, renewable energies operation -as solar- results in a non-polluting
way to supply energy, being of special interest into highly contaminated cities and/or countries. The solar
energy efficiency injection system is known to be high and mainly due to the power converters effectiveness,
which is over of 95% for low andmedium voltage. However, this efficiency is reduced when the solar array is
partially shaded because traditional maximum power point tracking (MPPT) algorithms are not able to find
the maximum power point (MPP) under irregular radiation. This work presents a new algorithm to find the
global MPP (GMPP) based upon two MPPTs algorithms used regularly in uniform solar condition (USC),
these are the Measuring Cell (MC) and the Perturb and Observe (P&O) methods. The MC ensures to find the
surroundings of every local MPP (LMPP) faster and then choose among them the surroundings of the GMPP.
Once the surroundings of GMPP are found, the P&O is used to get closer to the GMPP but reducing the DC
voltage oscillation to zero hence overcoming the main issue of the P&O. Thus, the proposed algorithm finds
the GMPP in two main steps and eliminates the oscillations around the GMPP in steady state, despite the
utilization of the P&O. The algorithm is detailed mathematically, illustrated by means of a block diagram,
and validated in simulated and experimental results.

16 INDEX TERMS DC-AC power converter, GMPPT, MPPT, PV system, partial shading algorithm.

I. INTRODUCTION17

The introduction of renewables energies (REs) has brought a18

possibility to release the fossil fuel dependance and reduce19

the pollution of traditional power sources. Particularly, pho-20

tovoltaic (PV) solar energy is positioned as one of the most21

prominent ways to supply energy. In fact, PV is expected to22

cover 25% (8500 GW) of the world’s electricity needs by23

2050, representing a 21% (4.9 Gt CO2) of carbon emissions24

reduction [1]. The PV are connected into the grid through25

The associate editor coordinating the review of this manuscript and

approving it for publication was Chi-Seng Lam .

a power converter, in charge of the maximum power point 26

tracking (MPPT) algorithm, while the solar system can work 27

in different weather conditions i.e. different radiation and 28

temperature [2]. In order to operate effectively under variable 29

weather conditions, while harvesting the maximum possible 30

power at any time, a suitable maximum power point tracking 31

(MPPT) algorithm must be included to operate the power 32

converter in the maximum power point (MPP) and, therefore, 33

improve the system total efficiency [3]. On the other hand, 34

some installations are under the possibility to be partially 35

shaded and the main problem associated to this issue is 36

the pop up of more than one local MPP (LMPP) [4], [5], 37
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FIGURE 1. Curve P-V under uniform solar condition (USC) and
non-uniform solar condition (NUSC) for PV array.

leading to traditional MPPT algorithms to miss the global38

MPP (GMPP). The MPPT algorithms can be divided into39

two broad categories: i) MPPT algorithms for ideal sys-40

tems or without shading, i.e., under uniform solar condition41

(USC) [6] and ii) MPPT algorithms for systems under par-42

tial shading, i.e., non-uniform solar condition (NUSC), also43

named partial shading condition (PSC) [7], [8]. FIGURE 144

illustrates that USC causes a singleMPP, while PSC or NUSC45

may cause multiple LMPP.46

The most widely used conventional algorithms are the47

perturb and observe (P&O), and incremental conductance48

(INC) [3]. In addition, there are some other algorithms49

derived from the P&O and INC for USC, where the power50

p(k) is compared with previous power p(k − 1) to later51

decide to increase or decrease the voltage-step to reach the52

MPP by employing an AC-DC [9] or DC-DC [10] converter.53

All of these algorithms do not guarantee to find the GMPP54

for systems under PSC [3]. Indeed, these algorithms must55

be modified or a more complex algorithm such as those56

presented in [4], [11], [12], [13], [14], [15], [16], and [17]57

must be implemented to obtain the GMPP. One of the ways58

to obtain the GMPP for systems under PSC is to perform59

a sweep (scan) of the power-voltage (P-V) curve to deter-60

mine the GMPP [16], [18]. On the other hand, [5] presents61

a review of ten different hybrid algorithms to obtain the62

GMPP, some of them are based on conventional algorithms63

such as P&O and INC, others are based on more complex64

algorithms such as gray wolf optimization (GWO), particle65

swarm optimization (PSO), artificial neural network (ANN),66

among others. Each algorithm has advantages and disadvan-67

tages, such as efficiency and tracking time (scan period). For68

example, in [17] the authors present a ‘‘hybrid global MPPT69

(GMPPT)’’ based on hill climbing (HC) and artificial bee70

colony (ABC) algorithms, they also use a boost converter,71

a battery, and an inverter to obtain the simulation results72

showing an efficiency close to 99%, and tracking time of73

0.26s and 1.3s for USC and PSC, respectively. In [16] the74

authors present a ‘‘high-speed MPPT module’’ algorithm,75

they also use a boost converter to obtain simulation results,76

this algorithm has an efficiency of 99.98%, tracking time of77

0.022s and 0.034s for USC and PSC, respectively.78

On the other hand, in [19], [20], and [21] the MPPT79

is obtained through an algorithm that does not use the80

P-V curve to determine the next step. This algorithm is 81

based on the equations that model a photovoltaic cell, so it 82

uses two measurement cells, one in short-circuit (SC) to 83

obtain the current isc, and another in open-circuit (OC) to 84

obtain the voltage voc, to compute the internal variables and 85

therefore estimate the MPP. However, these algorithms were 86

not designed for PSC, but they are faster than conventional 87

algorithms (P&O and INC), which is of particular interest to 88

improve the efficiency. 89

After obtaining the MPPT or GMPPT, to be able to make 90

use of the solar PV energy, it is necessary to use a DC-AC 91

power converter (inverter) to inject the power into the elec- 92

trical grid. There are different topologies, but one of the 93

most widely used is the three-phase voltage source converter 94

(VSC), because of its simplicity of implementation and con- 95

trol [2], [22], [23], [24], [25]. Typically, in a PV system there 96

are two ways to implement the power injection (i) including 97

a DC-DC converter and the DC-AC inverter, which may 98

pump up (or down) the voltage from the PV system to the 99

DC-link, if necessary, and (ii) use a simpler scheme, including 100

the DC-link and the DC-AC inverter, for connecting it to 101

the grid. Despite the first one gives more versatile to both 102

amplify or reduce the voltage from the solar system value, 103

it adds more losses because of the additional stage. On the 104

other hand, the second option is employed in larger power 105

systems where the PV array is designed in order to be man- 106

aged directly by the inverter [2], [3]. In fact, [2] states that 107

power levels over 50 MW should use single a stage DC-AC 108

inverter, instead, if the power level is below 50 kW, states to 109

include the DC-DC stage, and between the abovementioned 110

values states that can be either and must be studied case by 111

case. 112

This paper proposes a novel GMPPT algorithm based 113

on the measurement cells (MC) algorithm, [19], [20], [21], 114

and the P&O. The proposal is separated in two main steps. 115

The first step is to find all the LMPP surroundings by using 116

the fast dynamic MC algorithm and decide which one has the 117

maximum power, given as a result the one which is closer to 118

the GMPP. Then, in the second step, the P&O approximates 119

the voltage to reach the MPP. The P&O is slightly modified 120

in order to find the GMPP but avoiding the oscillation around 121

the GMPP, as it usually does. Once the P&O algorithm detects 122

that is close to the GMPP, it starts to reduce the voltage-step 123

down to zero, avoiding the undesirable steady state effects of 124

the voltage oscillation. Thus, the DC link voltage reference is 125

given in order to get the MPP independent if the solar array 126

is under USC or NUSC. It is important to highlight that this 127

algorithm holds the advantages of each algorithm, as the fast 128

dynamic of the MC and the robustness of the P&O. Once the 129

algorithm finds the GMPP, the power is constantly computed 130

and if sees an important variation, the GMPPT starts all over 131

again. Thus, in steady state the proposed GMPPT guarantees 132

a non-oscillating voltage and therefore the currents and volt- 133

age THD are not affected by this issue. 134

The currents of the power converter are controlled by a 135

nonlinear law and the DC link voltage loop is based on the 136

97482 VOLUME 10, 2022
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FIGURE 2. Diagram of control and system topology.

FIGURE 3. PV array to simulate.

actual power, allowing to only use a standard Proportional-137

Integral (PI) controller. The whole system is tested under138

different weather conditions (different temperature and irra-139

diance) by means of simulated and experimental ways. The140

results corroborate the control strategy performance and key141

waveforms to show details of the total behavior are given.142

II. PARAMETERS AND PV SYSTEM MODEL143

The proposed system, FIGURE 2, contains measurement144

cells to obtain the GMPPT, a PV array, and a Three-Phase145

VSC to inject energy into the grid.146

The solar array, FIGURE 3, is composed of three series147

strings of 20 PV panels each string (and two measure-148

ment cells). This configuration is chosen to simulate the149

FIGURE 4. Equivalent circuit of solar cell.

‘‘RISEN RSM60-6-265P’’ (RSM265) panel which contains 150

60 cells in series. The parameters of the solar array are listed 151

in TABLE 1. 152

A. SOLAR CELL MODEL 153

A PV array is a set of cells organized in series and parallel 154

that can be represented with a circuit model as illustrated 155

in FIGURE 4. The solar cell is modeled by a current source, 156

which represents the solar irradiance; one diode, represent- 157

ing the p-n semiconductor junction; two resistances, one in 158

parallel to the diode and other in series with the load, which 159

represent the solar module internal losses. The cell’s mathe- 160

matical model is obtained by applying Kirchhoff’s laws, and 161

it can be found that: 162

i = iph − id − iRsh, (1) 163
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TABLE 1. Parameters solar system.

where i is the current obtained from PV cell, iph represents164

the current due to the solar irradiance, iRsh is associated to the165

Rsh power losses (diode losses), and id represents the diode166

intrinsic current, and is expressed in the form of the Shockley167

diode equation:168

id = i0
(
exp

( qvd
nkT

)
− 1

)
, (2)169

with,170

i0 : Diode saturation inverse current.
vd : Diode voltage.
k : Boltzmann constant (1.381 · 10−23 [J/K]).
T : Absolute temperature in Kelvin [K].
n : Diode ideality factor.
q : Electron charge (1.6 · 10−19[C]).

171

Replacing (2) in (1),172

i = iph − i0
(
exp

( qvd
nkT

)
− 1

)
− iRsh. (3)173

On the other hand, the current iRsh and the diode voltage174

vd can be rewritten as iRsh = vd/Rsh and vd = v+ iRs, where175

Rs is the series resistance representing the conducting power176

losses. Therefore, the output current cell is:177

i = iph − i0

(
exp

(
q(v+ iRs)
nkT

)
− 1

)
−
v+ iRs
Rsh

. (4)178

B. MODEL AND CONVERTER CONTROL179

To inject the energy from a solar system into the grid, it is180

necessary to use a power inverter. In this case, a Three-Phase181

VSC, as shown in FIGURE 2, is used. The equations that182

model the converter are as follows:183

vabco = Riabcs + L
d iabcs

dt
+ vabcs184

Cdc
dvdc
dt
= idc − idcs , (5)185

where for the average model vabco = Gacm
dq
s vdc (Gac is the 186

modulation gain and mdq
s the modulating signals) represents 187

the injected voltage by the VSC, iabcs is the injected current, 188

vabcs is the grid voltage, which is considered as a disturbance 189

for control purposes, vdc is the DC-link voltage, idc is the solar 190

PV current, idcs is the DC side current of the power converter, 191

and Cdc, R, L are the power converter filter parameters. 192

The power converter control can be separated into 1) power 193

control and 2) current control. Note that despite a two-levels 194

inverter is used, the proposal can be extended to any topology, 195

updating only the current control with the new switching pat- 196

tern according to the topology to track the current reference. 197

1) POWER CONTROL 198

The power control can be divided into i) the energy stored by 199

the DC-link capacitor (associated to the power pCdc), ii) the 200

power provided by the solar array (pdc), and iii) the inductive 201

filter power losses (pRL) [26]. 202

The energy stored or supplied by the capacitor is associated 203

with the power as: 204

pCdc =
1
2
Cdc

d(vdc)2

dt
. (6) 205

The power provided by the solar array: 206

pdc = vdc · idc, (7) 207

where pdc = ppv represents the DC power is supplied by the 208

solar array, vdc = vPV is the solar array PV voltage, and idc = 209

iPV is the solar array PV current. 210

The power losses at the AC RL filter are defined as: 211

pRL =
∥∥∥idqs ∥∥∥2 R. (8) 212

Thus, the total power delivered into the grid follows the 213

relation: 214

prefs = pdc − pRL − pCdc, (9) 215

where prefs represents the active power reference to be injected 216

into the grid. 217

From (9) it can be seen that the only controllable power 218

is pCdc, therefore, a PI Anti-Windup controller is used to 219

regulate this power and, thus, avoid the cumulated error that 220

a PI controller has if the system is saturated. Also, the DC 221

voltage reference is given by the MPPT algorithm (vrefdc = 222

v′MPP) which is to be followed by the DC-link voltage control, 223

where v′MPP is explained in section IV. The discrete transfer 224

function of the PI control used is: 225

hvdcPI (z) = kvdcc
kvdc1 + k

vdc
2 z−1

1− z−1
, (10) 226

being the power to track the DC-link voltage reference as: 227

pCdc(k) = pCdc(k − 1)+kvdcc
[
kvdc1 evdc (k)+kvdc2 evdc (k − 1)

]
, 228

(11) 229

where evdc(k) = (v′MPP(k))
2
− (vdc(k))2, kvdcc is the DC 230

voltage control loop gain, kvdc1 and kvdc2 are defined as a 231
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function of the sampling time (Ts) and integrative time (T vdci )232

as:233

kvdc1 =

(
1+

Ts
2T vdci

)
, kvdc2 =

(
−1+

Ts
2T vdci

)
. (12)234

However, to mitigate the over-integration problems when235

the controller output is saturated, [27], [28], [29], the PI236

integrative part must be set to zero, i.e., I = 1/T vdci = 0, and237

therefore kvdc1 = 1 and kvdc2 = −1.238

As the active power is already defined, the reactive power239

(qs) can be set as a function of the desired power factor (pf)240

as follow:241

qs = tan(θ)prefs = tan(± cos−1(pf ))prefs , (13)242

where pf= cos(θ ) represents the power factor. Thus, the total243

amount of power is defined as:244

Espq = ps + jqs, (14)245

and the currents references are settled to be:246

id,refs = ps/vds , (15)247

iq,refs = −qs/vds . (16)248

2) CURRENT CONTROL249

The current control is based on the power converter model,250

defined in (5), and solving for d idqs /dt:251

dids
dt
=

1
L
Gacmds vdc −

R
L
idc + ωi

q
s −

vds
L
, (17)252

diqs
dt
=

1
L
Gacmqs vdc −

R
L
iqs − ωi

d
s −

vqs
L
, (18)253

where ω is grid angular frequency.254

The exact linearization method uses the state variable255

model to find a nonlinear law that permits a linear behavior256

between a new input and the output variable. Thus, two new257

inputs are defined, ud and uq, in order to control the two258

outputs ids and iqs . This method is detailed in [30] and [31]259

showing that not only linearizes the input/output system but260

also decouples the states variables (currents) in the entire261

operating region. In addition, this method results simple and262

easy to implement on digital boards with low computational263

cost.264

The power converter equations are employed in the defi-265

nition of the nonlinear feedback law, where two new input266

variables, ud and uq, are defined to get a linear relationship267

between udq and derivate of idqs , such that:268

ud =
dids
dt
, uq =

diqs
dt
. (19)269

Thus, the modulating signals (mdq
s ) to get a linear behavior270

can be found from the model in (17)-(18) and the new inputs271

ud and uq as:272

mds =
1

Gacvdc

(
Lud + Rids − Lωi

q
s + v

d
s

)
, (20)273

mqs =
1

Gacvdc

(
Luq + Riqs + Lωi

d
s + v

q
s

)
. (21)274

Once the nonlinear feedback is defined, the current ids and 275

iqs can be controlled independently, considering no coupling 276

between them and no interaction with disturbances as the 277

grid voltage, the solar power variation, among others [32]. 278

To track the current reference, it is recommended to include 279

a PI controller to mitigate the effects of minors errors in the 280

nonlinear feedback of (20) and (21) such as deviation on the 281

parameters, as stated in [30], and non-modeled dynamics, 282

where the PI defines the new input udq as: 283

udq(k) = udq(k − 1)+ k isc
[
k is1 e

is (k)+ k is2 e
is (k − 1)

]
, (22) 284

where eis (k) = idq,refs (k)− idqs (k), with k isc the current control 285

loop gain, and k is1 and k is2 are defined in function of the 286

sampling time (Ts) and the current integrative time (T isi ): 287

k is1 =

(
1+

Ts

2T isi

)
, k is2 =

(
−1+

Ts

2T isi

)
. (23) 288

III. MPPT WITH UNIFORM SOLAR CONDITION 289

The solar PV system depends on the temperature and irra- 290

diance, in addition, the PV cells show a nonlinear behavior 291

as seen in FIGURE 1. There are a great variety of MPPT 292

algorithms, all of these keep the system at the MPP, the most 293

employed algorithms are the P&O and INC algorithm [3], [5], 294

but there are several variations of these algorithms. One 295

additional algorithm has been introduced based on measure- 296

ment cells [19], [21]. However, these algorithms have been 297

reported to be used in USC only, since they are not able to 298

find the GMPP for PSC. 299

A. MEASUREMENT CELLS ALGORITHM 300

The MC algorithm is a strategy based on the PV cell math- 301

ematical model and on the tracking the MPP employing two 302

measuring PV cells: one single cell in open circuit, to supply 303

the actual open circuit voltage (voc); and the second cell in 304

short circuit, to supply the short circuit current (isc). If no 305

single cell is available, a whole solar panel can be employed 306

to find voc and isc, as mentioned in the experimental results 307

(section V.B). The above in combination with an integra- 308

tive (I) control strategy for a fast estimation of the MPP 309

voltage (vMPP) is presented in the following. 310

1) OPEN CIRCUIT AND SHORT CIRCUIT ANALYSIS 311

Analyzing the cell PV (FIGURE 4) in open circuit, and 312

assuming Rs → 0, this entails v = voc = vd , leaving the 313

current as: 314

iph = id + iRsh, (24) 315

where iRsh = voc/Rsh, and iph = isc considering the cell PV 316

in short circuit, the equation (24) remains: 317

isc = id +
voc
Rsh

, (25) 318

solving for id , considering (2) and vd = voc, the equation (25) 319

remains: 320

id = io
(
exp

(qvoc
nkT

)
− 1

)
= isc −

voc
Rsh

, (26) 321
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then, from (26), and applying properties to solve for voc,322

is obtained:323

voc =
nkT
q

ln
(
isc
i0
−

voc
i0 · Rsh

+ 1
)
. (27)324

Finally, assuming that the parallel resistance is much325

greater than zero, Rsh � 0, getting that voc/(i0Rsh) → 0,326

so the estimation of voc (v̂oc1) in function of temperature (T )327

and short circuit current (isc), is defined as:328

v̂oc1 =
nkT̂
q

ln
(
isc
i0
+ 1

)
. (28)329

On the other hand, the diode saturation inverse current330

should not be taken as a constant value and this nonlinearity331

must be included in the variable’s estimation, where this332

current can be expressed as a function of the temperature as:333

i0 = I0

(
T
Tref

)3

exp
(
qEg
nk

(
1
Tref
−

1
T

))
. (29)334

where I0 is the diode saturation current of each solar cell at335

the reference temperature Tref ; Tref is the temperature under336

the standard test conditions; and Eg is the band energy of each337

solar cell, in eV.338

2) MAXIMUM POWER POINT ANALYSIS339

FIGURE 1 shows the power as a function of the voltage,340

where theMPP is locatedwhere the derivative of the delivered341

power is equal to zero, moreover, the power is determined as342

p = v · i, therefore the derivative of the power concerning the343

voltage is:344

∂p
∂v
= i+ v

∂i
∂v

∣∣∣∣ i = iMPP
v = vMPP

= 0, (30)345

solving to find the MPP voltage (vMPP), it is found:346

vMPP = −
i

∂i/
∂v

∣∣∣∣∣ i = iMPP
v = vMPP

, (31)347

where the partial derivate of (4) is:348

∂i
∂v

∣∣∣∣ i = iMPP
v = vMPP

= −
i0q
nkT

exp
(
q
v+ iRs
nkT

)
−

1
Rsh

, (32)349

replacing (4) in (31), and considering iph = isc the vMPP is:350

vMPP = −
isc − i0

(
exp

(
q(v+iRs)
nkT

)
− 1

)
−

v+iRs
Rsh

−
i0q
nkT exp

(
q v+iRsnkT

)
−

1
Rsh

∣∣∣∣∣∣ i = iMPP
v = vMPP

,351

(33)352

Solving for (33) and considering Rsh � 0 the voltage vMPP353

can be found as:354

vMPP =
nkT
q

ln
(
isc
i0
+ 1

)
−
nkT
q

ln
(
vMPP

q
nkT
+ 1

)
355

− iMPPRs (34)356

considering (28) in (34) is obtained: 357

vMPP = v̂oc1 −
nkT
q

ln
(
vMPP

q
nkT
+ 1

)
− iMPPRs, (35) 358

Finally, the open circuit voltage, analyzing the MPP can be 359

defined alternatively in function of T , vMPP, and iMPP as: 360

v̂oc2 = vMPP +
nkT̂
q

ln
(
vMPP

q

nkT̂
+ 1

)
+ iMPPRs. (36) 361

3) MAXIMUM POWER POINT TRACKING 362

The measurement cells algorithm is based on the cell math- 363

ematical model, employing the sensed values from an open 364

circuit cell (the voltage voc) and a short-circuited cell (the 365

short circuit current isc). Then, employing (28) and (36) the 366

MPP voltage (vMPP) is estimated. 367

The temperature has a strong influence on the open circuit 368

voltage voc, as it can be seen from (28). In addition, despite 369

that (28) shows a nonlinear relationship, in the expected 370

range of temperature, the behavior in FIGURE 5 (a) is closed 371

to linear, moreover, the relationship between the estimation 372

of voc and T is inversely proportional. On the other hand, 373

analyzing (36), it is also found a linear and direct relationship 374

between voc and vMPP, as illustrated in FIGURE 5 (b). 375

FIGURE 5. Open circuit voltage behavior. (a) as a function of
temperature-dependent, (b) as a function of maximum power point
voltage.

On the other hand, it is required to solve these equa- 376

tions ((28) and (36)) to estimate the vMPP and T , thus, these 377

values are determined from two Integrative (I) controllers. 378

The first I-controller is set to estimate the T required in (28) 379

that results from the sensed value of voc and its estimated v̂oc1, 380

as follows: 381

T̂ (k) = T̂ (k − 1)+
Ts
2T 1

i

[
e1(k)+ e1(k − 1)

]
, (37) 382

where e1(k) is the error between sensed value of voc and its 383

estimated v̂oc1 from (28), and T 1
i is the controller negative 384

gain integrative time -due to the inversely proportional behav- 385

ior of this relationship FIGURE 5 (a)-. 386

The second I-controller is used to determine the vMPP 387

from (36), that results from the estimated value v̂oc2, 388

as follows: 389

vMPP(k) = vMPP(k − 1)+
Ts
2T 2

i

[
e2(k)+ e2(k − 1)

]
, (38) 390

where e2(k) is the error between sensed voc and its estimated 391

v̂oc2 from (36) and T 2
i is the controller gain integrative time. 392
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The implementation of both controllers is illustrated in393

FIGURE 6, where the temperature and the vMPP are part of394

the control loops. Moreover, the measuring cells provide the395

actual values of the current isc and the actual voltage voc396

required by this estimator to find the vMPP, considering all397

nonlinearities of the solar cell. This algorithm performs the398

MPPT without oscillations in comparison with other algo-399

rithms [3], [21], [34]. On the other hand, the current iMPP is400

equal to the idc measurement of the system (when the system401

is in the MPP, idc = iMPP)402

FIGURE 6. Block diagram of measurement cells MPPT.

FIGURE 7. Behavior conventional algorithms: P&O uses fixed 1v , P&O
with variable step uses 1vmin and 1vmax , and INC uses tangent of the
curve.

Therefore, as a result, this algorithm gives the MPP volt-403

age, which is the main objective, and also, the semiconductor404

junction temperature (required to find the MPP), which is not405

easy to measure, and it does not correspond to the weather406

temperature.407

B. CONVENTIONAL ALGORITHMS408

The conventional MPPT algorithms most used are the P&O409

and INC, as well as their derivations [3], [5]. These algo-410

rithms are very similar and based in the DC-link capacitor411

voltage modification (increasing or decreasing it). The P&O412

algorithm uses the actual power p(k) to compare if it is greater413

or lesser than the previous power p(k−1), likewise, the actual414

and previous voltage are analyzed, to decide if either increase415

or decrease this voltage named 1v. The INC algorithm uses416

the curve slope (curve tangent) to decide whether to increase417

or decrease the voltage, if the slope is positive, the voltage is418

increased, otherwise, the voltage is decreased, but if the slope419

is zero, the voltage is kept constant. An improvement on the 420

P&O algorithm is to vary the step1v length, this algorithm is 421

named P&O of variable step (P&O-VS), defining an 1vmax 422

depending how far the algorithm is from the MPP, and there- 423

fore, after being close to the MPP the step is decreased to 424

1vmin to also decrease the oscillations around this point. The 425

progression of each MPPT is illustrated in FIGURE 7. 426

C. COMPARISON MPPT ALGORITHMS WITH USC 427

FIGURE 8 presents a comparison of these techniques 428

(P&O, P&O-VS, INC, MC) tracking the MPP in an array 429

of 34 PV panels, with a power around 6kW for 700W/m2
430

and 25◦C. The temperature was reduced from 25 to 20◦C 431

at 0.1[s]. Simulations of the conventional MPPT algorithms 432

are performed considering 1v = 5V. In FIGURE 8 (a) the 433

MPPT of each algorithm is observed, where the MC algo- 434

rithm (pcells) is the fastest, reaching the MPP in about 30ms, 435

whereas the conventional algorithms have a tracking time 436

of about 62ms, however, the conventional algorithms can 437

be faster, increasing voltage variation (1v), but, this will 438

cause a greater oscillation on the voltage reference because 439

vrefdc = vMPP, as presented in FIGURE 8 (b). On the other 440

hand, the MC based algorithm has no oscillations in the MPP, 441

also the energy between 0.1s – 0.25s is 36.554kWs for the 442

MC algorithm, and of 36.545kWs for the other algorithms. 443

The comparison was made considering the whole system 444

shown in FIGURE 2, which includes the MPPT, converter 445

DC-AC, inductive filter and grid source, and a sampling time 446

Ts = 100µs for the MPPT algorithms. 447

FIGURE 8. Comparison MPPT’s Algorithms for uniform solar condition
(USC). (a) MPP (power) comparison, (b) voltage variation comparison.

IV. PROPOSED MPPT WITH PARTIAL SHADING 448

CONDITION 449

In this section, the proposed algorithm for PV systems with 450

Partial Shading Condition (PSC) is presented. The proposed 451

algorithm is composed by a combination of two previous 452

algorithm: the MC and P&O with variable step (P&O-VS), 453

extended to find the global MPP (GMPP). The MC is used 454

to rapidly determine the voltage in the GMPP neighborhood, 455

and the P&O to get the closest to the GMPP. 456
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The MC algorithm estimates the vMPP from the measuring457

cells, independent of the PV array shade, since the vMPP458

determined by this algorithm depends on the irradiance and459

temperature on the cells. Ideally, the measurement cells are460

expected to be in an unshaded location to obtain the vMPP,461

in case of shading, the vMPP determined will be incorrect,462

so the modified P&O-VS algorithm finds the correct vMPP,463

as it will be explained later. It is possible to use only two464

measurement cells for all strings or two measurement cells465

for each string; in the first case, the voc and isc measured by466

the cells are considered to determine the vMPP, in the second467

case, the voc and isc of each pair of measurement cells are468

analyzed and the highest voc and isc is selected to determine469

the vMPP.470

As explained before (FIGURE 6), in the MC algorithm471

the first controller estimates the temperature, and the sec-472

ond controller determines the vMPP. These measurements are473

obtained only from a single PV cell; therefore, this valuemust474

be amplified by considering the number of cells in the PV475

array. For example, in a PV array of 20 panels, where each476

panel contains 60 cells (TABLE 1), the final MPP voltage is477

v′MPP = 60 × 20 × vMPP, and this voltage is applied to the478

entire array, and therefore every string, panel or cell may have479

different voltages among them. This result can be generalized480

according to (39).481

v′MPP = Nc · Np · vMPP, (39)482

where v′MPP is the finalMPP voltage,Nc is the number of cells483

contained in the PV panel, and Np is the number of panels in484

series in the PV array.485

FIGURE 9. Example of PV system divided by string.

However, a large PV array can be divided in strings, as pre-486

sented in FIGURE 9, so the equation (39) is rewritten as:487

v′MPP = Nc · Np · Ns · vMPP (40)488

where Ns is the number of strings of the large-scale PV array.489

Without losing generality, it is considered a partial shading490

relationship as presented in FIGURE 9, with three strings491

of 60 PV panels each one, with an irradiance of 800W/m2,492

560W/m2, and 320W/m2 respectively, all of them with a493

temperature of 25◦C, it is obtained a P-V curve with three494

FIGURE 10. Proposed partial shading algorithm.

peaks (LMPP-GMPP-LMPP). The MPP will be always asso- 495

ciated to one of these peaks and, therefore, the v′MPP can 496

be determined considering any of the Ns possibilities, i.e.: 497

Ns = 3, Ns = 2, or Ns = 1, leading to choose the voltages: 498

vNs3, vNs2, or vNs1. In the case of FIGURE 9, the GMPP is 499

around Ns = 2 (vNs2). Hence, the MC algorithm rapidly finds 500

the surroundings of the MPP, testing Ns = 3, 2, 1, and saving 501

the power at each to the tests (pMPP...3,2,1 = v′MPP...3,2,1 · idc), 502

finally to secure the MPP or GMPP a modified P&O-VS 503

algorithm is used. 504

The proposed algorithm is presented in the block diagram 505

of FIGURE 10. After the vMPP is determined by theMC algo- 506

rithm, it determines the v′MPP, with the Ns value associated 507

to the greater power by testing with Ns = NT , . . . , 3, 2, 1, 508

where NT is the total number of strings. Once the Ns values 509

tests are finished, the P&O takes place to proximate more to 510

the global MPP (GMPP). This P&O algorithm is modified to 511

a variable step (modified P&O-VS). The variable step goes 512

from a given 1v till reach zero by means of 1v = 1v − δv, 513

avoiding oscillations around the MPP in steady state. 514

FIGURE 11 presents the diagram of the modified P&O- 515

VS algorithm, this algorithm uses a new variable v′(k), which 516

is in charge to save only the variations of 1v with the initial 517

value given by v′(0) = 0, independent of the actual voltage 518

vdc(k) contaminated by noise, because v(k+1) = vdc(k)±1v. 519

The voltage variation 1v depends on 1Min and is updated 520

each time the algorithm oscillates around the MPP until a 521

1v = 0 is obtained, as explained below. 522

When v′(k) = v′(k−2) indicates theMPP voltage reference 523

has returned to its initial path and therefore is presumably 524
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FIGURE 11. Proposed perturb and observe with variable step modified
algorithm to eliminate oscillation (P&O-VS modified).

close to the MPP. To avoid the noise effect on this algorithm,525

if v′(k) = v′(k − 2) occurs three times it is said the MPP is526

close and then 1v is decreased for a better approximation to527

the MPP by summing −δv to 1Min (1Min = 1Min − δv),528

for this case 1Max = 20V and 1Min = 10V. When the529

value of 1v is low (1v = δv) the value of δv is decreased530

to δv = 0.1. When 1Min < 0, the value of 1v is forced to531

be zero, finding the GMPPT. The values 1Max, 1Min, δv532

depend on the PV system, it is recommended to define the533

values such that 1Max is around 1% of the system voltage,534

1Min is half of 1Max, and δv is 10% of 1Max.535

Once the GMPP is found, the proposed algorithm will stay536

in that point until it detects variations on the power. In other537

words, the algorithm wakes up when there is a change in538

power, which is analyzed by the variation of power given539

by |pPV (k) − pPV (k − 1)| > ε, where the proposed partial540

shading algorithm is activated and searches for the newMPP, 541

otherwise, if |pPV (k) − pPV (k − 1)| < ε only the modified 542

P&O-VS algorithm is activated, saving tracking time by using 543

only part of the proposed algorithm, FIGURE 10. 544

V. RESULTS 545

To show the proposed algorithm performance, simulations 546

and experimental tests are performed. The simulations are 547

obtained from the software PSIM 9.1, using switching-based 548

model. 549

A. SIMULATED RESULTS 550

Four cases are studied, considering an array of three strings, 551

as shown in FIGURE 9, one case contemplates USC and the 552

three other cases PSC, i.e., with and without partial shading 553

respectively, as presented in FIGURE 12. The details for 554

every case are shown in TABLE 2, highlighting the irradiance 555

values, the power and voltage at the GMPP, and the tempera- 556

ture is kept constant to 20◦C for all cases. 557

TABLE 2. Parameters of the study cases.

For the solar array illustrated in FIGURE 9, the GMPP 558

voltage can be found around vNs3, vNs2, or vNs1 (Ns = 3, 2, 559

or 1), where the conditions to find the GMPP in around these 560

voltages are listed in TABLE 2 and illustrated in FIGURE 12. 561

Thus, if the system can reach the GMPP independent of three 562

possible locations it may be, the algorithm can work in any 563

climate condition. All four cases are detailed bellow: 564

Case 1: there is only one MPP, since the system is without 565

shading. 566

Case 2: there are two points of maximum power 567

(LMPP-GMPP), where two of the three strings have the same 568

level of partial shading, with an irradiance gain of 0.6 for 569

strings 2 and 3. 570

Case 3: there are three local maximum points (LMPP- 571

GMPP-LMPP), where strings 2 and 3 have a gain of 0.6 and 572

0.3, respectively. 573

Case 4: the three strings are almost entirely shadowed, get- 574

ting two points of maximum power (GMPP-LMPP), where 575

string 2 and 3 have a gain of 0.1. 576

The simulation parameters of the PV system are presented 577

in TABLE 3, an array of 60 PV panels divided into three 578

strings in series is used, obtaining the results presented in 579

FIGURE 13 and FIGURE 14. All controllers run in the same 580

script, where the sampling frequency is fs = 10kHz. 581

FIGURE 13 shows a simulation where the systems 582

go through all cases: case 1, between 0-0.8s; case 2, 583
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FIGURE 12. Curve P-V of the study cases.

TABLE 3. Simulation parameters.

between 0.8-1.5s; case 3, between 1.5-2.2s; and case 4,584

between 2.2-2.8s. FIGURE 13 (a) shows the power behavior,585

obtaining the GMPP for all cases indicated in FIGURE 12.586

FIGURE 13 (b) shows the reference voltage from the pro-587

posed algorithm, this voltage will be explained in depth in588

FIGURE 14. FIGURE 13 (c) shows the variation voltage 1v589

used in the modified P&O-VS algorithm, where 1v starts590

from 10V decreasing at steps of 2V down to 1v = 2V,591

from this point forward the decrement will be 0.1V until592

reaching zero, which indicates that the MPP or GMPP was593

found. FIGURE 13 (d) variations ofNs of the proposed partial594

shading algorithm are presented, where each of the values is595

tested at the beginning, also when there is a change in power596

PV, the variation begins with the maximum number of strings597

(Ns = 3) and ends in one (Ns = 1). It is observed as for the598

case 1 and 2 Ns = 3 represents the GMPP, for the case 3599

Ns = 2 is associated with the GMPP, and in case 4 Ns = 1 is600

associated to the GMPP, which is applied in (40) to determine601

the voltage (vrefdc ) to work in the PV system. The tracking time602

for the cases analyzed is approximately 0.6s.603

In FIGURE 14, a zoom of FIGURE 13-Case 1 on the604

proposed algorithm behavior is presented, also the injection605

FIGURE 13. Simulated results for study cases. (a) Global maximum power
point tracking (GMPPT), (b) PV array DC voltage vMPPT (vdc ), (c) Voltage
variation P&O-VS modified algorithm 1v , (d) String number test Ns.

FIGURE 14. DC and AC behavior. (a) Global maximum power point
tracking (GMPPT) from 0 to 0.6s, (b) PV Array DC voltage vMPPT (vdc )
from 0 to 0.6s, (c) Active and reactive power from 0 to 0.6s, (d) AC current
from 0.39 to 0.45s, (e) Voltage Source va

s vs current source ia
s from

0.39 to 0.45s.

to the grid. FIGURE 14 (a), (b) show the behavior of the pro- 606

posed algorithm, where in FIGURE 14 (b) between 0-0.04s 607

the MC algorithm gives the initial voltage, then the proposed 608

partial shading algorithm is enabled between 0.04-0.36s test- 609

ing the values of Ns (Ns = 3, 2, 1), and finally, between 610

0.424-0.535s the proposed modified P&O-VS algorithm 611

is enabled to get closer to the GMPP, and therefore, the 612

final adjust given by the P&O-VS only takes 0.111s. 613

FIGURE 14 (c) shows how the active power (ps) and reac- 614

tive power (qs) follow their reference determined from the 615

voltage control loop and the power factor (pf = 1). Fur- 616

thermore, the power is limited to ±20kW and therefore an 617

anti-windup algorithm is required to avoid over-integration. 618

FIGURE 14 (d) shows the three phase AC currents 619

under PSC. In FIGURE 14 (e) the voltage vas and current ias 620

can be seen with a phase-shift equal to zero degrees, tracking 621
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FIGURE 15. Maximum power point tracking at different irradiance
variations. (a) Step, (b) Ramp, (c) Step-Ramp.

its reference of unitary power factor. Thus, from FIGURE 14622

the algorithm proposed can be seen in detail.623

Finally, to check the robustness of the algorithm,624

FIGURE 15 shows the behavior of the algorithm under625

step, ramp, and step-ramp variations of the irradiance. For626

all cases the changes were made equally to each string.627

In FIGURE 15 (a) a step change is made from 700W/m2
628

to 420W/m2 and then back to the initial value, obtain-629

ing the maximum power using the proposed algorithm.630

In FIGURE 15 (b) a ramp change is performed progressively631

from 700W/m2 down to 520W/m2 approximately, in this632

case it is observed that since the power variation is small633

(|pPV (k) − pPV (k − 1)| < ε) only the P&O Modified634

Algorithm is used, without entering the stage of testing theNs,635

which in this case is not necessary. FIGURE 15 (c) presents a636

combination of the previous cases under step change at 0.9s637

and a ramp change at 1.8s, it is observed that since the power638

variation is large (4kW) the algorithm tests the Ns, and then,639

before the ramp changes, only the P&O Modified Algorithm640

is used.641

B. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS642

The Experimental results are obtained using a PV array643

of 5 panels in series with bypass diode, a voltage source644

inverter, a RL filter, a resistive load, a Programmable645

Source CSW5550 from California Instruments, and the646

TMS320F28335 DSC based board, as shown in FIGURE 16647

the resistive load is used since the programable source is648

not regenerative and the power due to the solar array needs649

to be consumed. The experimental parameters are listed650

in TABLE 4.651

To validate the proposed algorithm, it is necessary the652

measurement of voc and isc of the solar cell, to obtain these653

measurements there are two possibilities:654

i) online, measuring at all times the voc and isc parameters,655

which leads to a more accurate vMPP.656

ii) off-line, in case of not having two PV cells from the657

same manufacturer of the PV array, measure only once the658

TABLE 4. Experimental parameters.

FIGURE 16. Experimental configuration for testing the proposal algorithm.
(a) Oscilloscope, (b) Voltage source inverter – Inductor – Sensors –
Conditioning circuit – DSC, (c) Resistive load, (d) PV array, (e) Laptop for
programming the DSC, (f) Three phase AC programming source.

voc and isc parameters from a PV panel of the array may lead 659

to obtaining a not so accurate vMPP but, thanks to themodified 660

P&O-VS algorithm, the GMPP is correctly obtained. 661

Therefore, the off-line method is used to obtain the values 662

of voc and isc from one panel of the PV array containing 663

36 cells. The results showed voc = 20.16V/36 = 0.56V 664

and isc = 0.484A at the time of experimentation, where 665

the ambient temperature was about 20◦C and the irradiance 666

was 750 [W/m2]. The latter value is determined using the isc 667

value and the expression, 668

SPV =
S0
Isc0

isc. (41) 669

where S0 = 1000 [W/m2] is the standard intensity of the 670

irradiancy, Isc0 = 0.61A is the short circuit current of the 671

solar cell at the standard conditions, and isc is the short circuit 672

current measured. 673

The experimental results are shown in FIGURE 17, 674

FIGURE 18, and FIGURE 19 for a PSC system. The param- 675

eters of the modified P&O-VS are: 1Max = 2, 1Min = 1, 676

δv = 0.1. FIGURE 17 shows the results considering only 677

one solar panel shaded, so Ns must change from 3 to 2. 678

The power pPV , voltage vdc and the current idc are shown in 679

FIGURE 17 (a), where it is observed as vdc changes based on 680

the Ns values (Ns = 3, 2, 1), finding the global voltage in the 681

maximum power point (vGMPP) with Ns = 2 (vGMPP ≈ 65V). 682

Once Ns is chosen, then it is enabled the modified P&O-VS 683
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FIGURE 17. Experimental results oscilloscope, shaded a single PV panel,
change Ns = 3 to Ns = 2. (a) DC variables: power pPV , voltage vdc , and
current idc , (b) Zoom when panel is shaded, DC and AC variables,
(c) Zoom when the proposed partial shading algorithm is enabled, DC and
AC variables.

FIGURE 18. Experimental result from CCS. (a) Reference voltage v ref
dc ,

(b) Voltage vdc , (c) String number test Ns, (d) Voltage variation P&O-VS
modified algorithm 1v .

algorithm, to get closer to the GMPP. FIGURE 17 (b) shows684

the moment when one of the PV panels is shaded, the voltage685

is maintained (vdc = 83V) but the current drops to 0A,686

as well as the PV power (pPV = 0), causing a power687

variation which would enable the partial shading algorithm,688

FIGURE 19. Experimental results for different types of partial shading.
Obtaining: (a) Ns = 2 to Ns = 1, (b) Ns = 1 to Ns = 3, (c) Ns = 1 to Ns = 2,
(d) Ns = 2 to Ns = 3.

increasing the power when the voltage vdc decreases as shown 689

in FIGURE 17 (c). Additionally, it can be seen a unitary 690

power factor at the AC side. 691

FIGURE 18 presents the results in the software Code 692

Composer Studio (CCS). Particularly, FIGURE 18 (a) shows 693

the voltage vrefdc reference, FIGURE 18 (b) shows the 694

actual vdc voltage, allowing to see the voltage dynamic, 695

FIGURE 18 (c) highlights the moment when the partial shad- 696

ing algorithm is enabled, changing Ns from 3 to 1, obtaining 697

the GMPP for Ns = 2. Then, once the partial shading algo- 698

rithm is finished, the modified P&O-VS is enabled, decreas- 699

ing the voltage variation 1v, as follows in FIGURE 18 (d). 700

Finally, the FIGURE 19 presents the different tests of the 701

PV systemwith partial shading, changingNs = 2 toNs = 1 in 702

FIGURE 19 (a), Ns = 1 to Ns = 3 in FIGURE 19 (b), 703

Ns = 1 to Ns = 2 in FIGURE 19 (c), and Ns = 2 to 704

Ns = 3 in FIGURE 19 (d). Nevertheless, in FIGURE 19 (c) 705

and FIGURE 19 (d), the voltage variations are made only 706

with modified P&O-VS algorithm, without using the partial 707

shading algorithm, since, |p(k) − p(k − 1)| < ε (the power 708

variation is low), only the modified P&O-VS algorithm is 709

used to find the vGMPP. 710

VI. CONCLUSION 711

It is proposed to employ a three-phase VSC with a nonlinear 712

based control strategy for the supply currents and a linear PI 713

controller for the DC-link voltage to inject the power into the 714

grid from a PV system. The PVs could be exposed to partial 715

shading and the GMPPT is obtained using a combination of 716

two algorithms, the MC and the P&O. The combination of 717

these two algorithms allows to rapidly find the surrounding 718

of the MPP by the MC method, and then, the modified P&O 719

method is employed to improve the approximation to the 720

GMPP. The modified P&O algorithm reduces its voltage step 721

as it gets closer to the MPP; therefore, it reduces the oscil- 722

lations around the MPP, thus, reducing the DC-link voltage 723

reference noise and consequently the current reference noise. 724

TheMPPT algorithm wakes up only when the power changes 725

its values from the steady state one, leading to supply a steady 726

power to grid. The proposed MPPT is tested under several 727
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circumstances, proving that under extreme simulated and728

realistic experimental tests can reach the GMPP by employ-729

ing the proposed strategy.730
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